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Your child: 
perpetually curious. 

What kind of school can engage 
every facet of her developing mind?

A school that–like her–is perpetually learning. 

At Breck, every day brings new opportunities 
to reimagine,  reinvent, and reanimate learning–
both your child’s, and our school’s. 

Redefining 
    whole-child education

Breck teachers start by discovering your child’s 
unique interests and abilities. Then they tailor 
lessons to stretch different aspects of his mind. 
Mandarin class calls on him to combine linguistics 
with visual artistry. A chapel discussion asks 
him to think beyond what he can see. He’s in 
the process of becoming more than well rounded; 
he’s beginning to learn how he learns and see 
his capabilities in a new light. 
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Reemphasizing character
At Breck, your child’s intellect and character develop 
symbiotically. During Morning Meeting, she 
discusses topics like respect and empathy through 
our nationally recognized C.A.R.E. curriculum. 
Then she applies those concepts throughout 
her day, week, and year–understanding 
the impact she can have on her classmates 
and teachers, that even her smallest 
actions matter, and how caring 
for others can be more 
enriching than acting 
out of self-interest.

Reconnecting on our campus home
All fourteen years of his Breck education unfold on our single campus.  
As a first grader, he attends chapel and celebrates milestones 
with his senior buddy. As a third and fourth grader, 
he “biddies” in the cafeteria, serving lunch and 
cleaning up for his younger peers. More than a school, 
Breck feels and behaves like a family. For your child, 
that means a 1300-person support network, 
always ready to cheer his achievements 
and help him through challenges.

 

At Breck, your child learns every day 
that thinking and problem-solving, 
listening and leading, 
and creating and collaborating 
are all lifelong processes, 
all constantly being reinvented, 
and all starting right here, right now. 

Ready to start reimagining what 
your child’s education could look like?
Visit boldlybreck.com, and then 
come see for yourself. 

perpetually learning
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